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The Most Dangerous
Job in the Mines

What do you think would qualify for the title “Most Dangerous
Job”? Would it be the guy who sets explosive charges?

How about your average hard rock miner – always running the
risk of cave-ins or underground fire? 



Possibly the cable drum operator? After all, if that heavy cable
were to break, the sudden release of tension turned that cable
into a deadly guillotine.
 
To be sure, every job in a deep hard rock mine was extremely
dangerous, but one job stands out as particularly life
threatening. That was the job of “Fireman”. This was not the
guy who heroically fought deadly fires deep underground. The
“Fireman” in a mine was some poor soul who was thought to
be relatively expendable. He was wrapped in water-soaked
burlap and given a long pole – the longer the better – with a
candle on the end.



Eight foot fireman's pole with candlestick holder on the end.

His job was to crawl on the floor, arms outstretched, with the
candle as far away as possible. The candle would ignite a
(hopefully small) pocket of explosive methane gas before it had
a chance to accumulate into a larger deadly pocket. This
operation did not always go according to plan and some
explosions far exceeded expectations.



These jobs were sometimes offered to convicted criminals as a
means of earning a parole. The survival rate was low and
received little notice or publicity.

Another important and potentially dangerous job was that of lift
operator. The lift operator, sometimes called a “skip tender”,
was the fellow who ran a giant winch-like drum which was
wrapped with a heavy steel cable.



This cable, which in some cases was over a mile in length, was
usually attached to a large iron box called a “skip”.



This skip raised and lowered practically everything into, or out
of, the mine. Skips could transport machinery, tool, various
supplies, animals (such as mules), and the miners themselves,
to different levels.



They also brought up waste rock and sometimes were even
used to bail water. They were equipped with small iron wheels,
much like ore car wheels, and ran up and down on rails similar
to train tracks.



The rails went down at an angle so the weight of skip would
hold it on the track. Lift operators frequently marked the cable
to keep an eye on the amount of stretch. Cables of these
lengths raising and lowering a two-ton skip would sometimes
stretch several inches to several feet, so the operators had to
know exactly where that skip was in order to ensure the safety
of the miners.
 
Communication with the lift operators by stations at various
levels was imperative. The crews underground needed to
signal the surface when a skip was needed, as well as to be
advised when one was coming.
 
A system of bell rings was devised which also signaled
emergencies, end of the day, another shift arriving, and which
level was using the skip.



These bells were similar to school bells in size and loudness.



This bell system became standardized so that a miner or crew
from the Central Eureka could be loaned to the Argonaut
without having to learn the “code” all over again.
 
As mentioned, all jobs at a mine site had an element of danger,
and many, many men lost their lives to accident, carelessness,
or equipment failure.



On a positive note, these miners supported local businesses,
educated their children, and contributed to the economic
growth of their County and State. Their labors and sacrifices
helped make Amador County the place we all love today. We
celebrate the legacy and history of these important Amador
miners.
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Do you know someone who would like to receive our monthly newsletter?
Send contact information to info@sccbf.org to be added to our

distribution list.

The Historic Sutter Creek Grammar School is rich in Gold Rush history. This
beautiful building is California’s second oldest two-story brick schoolhouse.
The Sutter Creek Community Benefit Foundation has restored the first and
second floor making it a wonderful rental for any occasion. There are four

rooms within the Historic Grammar School that can be rented.

Contact the City of Sutter Creek for information on rates and availability - (209)
267-5647 ext. 230 or email info@cityofsuttercreek.org

Whether it’s a love of our heritage, a special connection to our town’s
diverse, deeply rooted cultures, or a desire to improve your community,
every donor’s passion for Sutter Creek is unique. A donation to Sutter
Creek Community Benefit Foundation is the perfect way to fund your
passion and watch it prosper. By connecting people who care with causes
that matter, we help ensure a stronger, healthier tomorrow. We provide a
simple, powerful and highly personal approach to giving.
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